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Agriculture and Natural Gas
By Michael Bomford
Michael Bomford is a research scientist and extension specialist at Kentucky State University
and an adjunct faculty member in the University of Kentucky Department of Horticulture. His
work focuses on organic and sustainable agriculture systems suitable for adoption by small farms
operating with limited resources. His projects examine practical ways to reduce food-system
energy use and meet farm energy needs using renewable resources produced on the farm.
Bomford is a Fellow of Post Carbon Institute.

Agricultural Consumption of Natural Gas
In the increasingly heated debate over the role of natural gas in our energy future, focus is typically
paid to its potential use as an alternative to coal for electricity production or oil for transport. But
natural gas plays a pivotal role in our industrial farming systems. Natural gas has many uses in the
agricultural sector, both on-farm and off-farm; it has provided between one third and one half of
the fossil fuel energy used by U.S. farms over the past 40 years.1
The vast majority of the natural gas supporting American agriculture today is used off-farm. Most
of it is used to manufacture farm inputs like pesticides, plastics, and fertilizers; nitrogen fertilizer
production in turn accounts for most of that. Nitrogen fertilizer use has almost quadrupled in
the U.S. since 1961 while rising more than eight-fold globally (Figure 1); industrial production
of nitrogen fertilizer accounts for 2-3% of natural gas consumption in the U.S., and about 5%
globally. 2 A less significant use of natural gas off-farm is the generation of electricity for farms,
even though electricity consumption rose from 6% of farm energy use in 1965 to 22% in 2002. 3

Figure 1. Index of 50 years’ growth in
nitrogen fertilizer use, grain production,
and population globally (top) and in
the U.S.4

The least significant use of natural gas in the
farming sector is on-farm, where it is used
primarily for energy: powering irrigation pumps,
drying crops before storage, heating buildings
and greenhouses, and other uses. Efficiency gains
and fuel substitution enabled American farmers
to cut on-farm use of natural gas from 8% of U.S.
farm energy use in 1965 to 4% in 2002. 5

Nitrogen Fertilizer Production
Nitrogen is the most abundant element in the
earth’s atmosphere and the most important
mineral nutrient for crop production. Plants need
nitrogen to make proteins, but they cannot access
the nitrogen in the air because it consists mainly
of stable pairs of nitrogen atoms bound together
by strong chemical bonds. Nitrogen fertilizer is
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made by combining gaseous nitrogen (N2) and hydrogen (H2) under very high heat and pressure
to form ammonia (NH3). Nitrogen gas comes from the air and natural gas typically provides both
the hydrogen and the energy needed to maintain the temperature and pressure that enables the
reaction. Although ammonia can be used to make plastics, synthetic fibers, resins, explosives,
fuels, and other chemical compounds, almost 90% of it is currently used for fertilizer.6
It has been less than a century since people learned to make ammonia at an industrial scale. The
earliest ammonia factories used coal as a source of hydrogen and energy, and were much less
efficient than modern factories using natural gas (Figure 2). In contrast to European and North
American fertilizer plants, China continues to use coal for 80% of its ammonia synthesis, and has
doubled its output since 1995 so that it now produces about one third of the global ammonia
supply.7 Making ammonia with coal generally uses more energy and releases more greenhouse
gas than making it with natural gas. 8 Researchers and green energy startup companies are
exploring ammonia production methods that use renewable energy sources such as wind, hydro,
and biomass.9
The amount of natural gas used to produce nitrogen fertilizer in the U.S. has fallen substantially in
recent years. While some of the decline can be attributed to continuing efficiency improvements
at fertilizer plants (Figure 2) and more efficient use of nitrogen fertilizer on American farms
(Figures 1, 4, 5), the majority is due to the outsourcing of fertilizer production. Nitrogen fertilizer
production in the U.S. fell by one third between 1995 and 2010, while imports rose from 15% to
43% of consumption.10 The imported fertilizer is made in countries with plentiful natural gas,
including Trinidad and Tobago (57%), Russia (15%), Canada (13%), the Ukraine (7%), and others
(8%).11 As a result, regions that use nitrogen fertilizer may be far removed from the regions that
bear the environmental costs of its production.12
Figure 2. Energy efficiency
of synthetic nitrogen
fixation has improved with
technological innovations
over the past century.13
Today’s most efficient plants
use about 36 gigajoules
of energy to fix a ton of
reactive nitrogen, while an
average plant uses about
50 gigajoules to do the
same. Making ammonia
from natural gas is currently
the most energy efficient
method for industrial
nitrogen fixation.

Chemical Dependence?
The rapid increase in nitrogen fertilizer consumption in the latter half of the 20th century is
often credited with keeping grain production growing faster than population (Figure 1). President
Nixon’s secretary of agriculture, Earl Butz, famously dismissed the idea of large-scale conversion
to organic methods (which preclude the use of synthetic nitrogen fertilizer) by saying, “Before
we move in that direction we must decide which 50 million of our people will starve.” 14 A quarter
century later, geographer Vaclav Smil estimated that “at least two billion people are alive because
the proteins in their bodies are built with nitrogen that came—via plant and animal foods—from
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a factory [...] In just one lifetime,” he concluded, “humanity has indeed developed a profound
chemical dependence.” 15
More recent research has called into question the frequently-cited claims that synthetic nitrogen
fixation has forestalled mass starvation. A 2007 review concluded that organic methods could
not only satisfy the world’s food needs without synthetic nitrogen, but would improve yields
in developing countries.16 Another extensive review, published in 2009, reached the surprising
conclusion that long-term application of synthetic nitrogen fertilizer is actually reducing the
nitrogen content of agricultural soils.17 The review’s authors explain that nitrogen is stored in soil in
carbon-based molecules that are more prone to bacterial decomposition after synthetic nitrogen
fertilizer application. Releasing this carbon and nitrogen back into the atmosphere increases
the need for synthetic nitrogen fertilizer, harnessing farmers to a chemical treadmill in which
more nitrogen fertilizer use creates greater need. “The long-term consequences of continued
reliance on current production practices will be a decline in soil productivity that increases the
need for synthetic nitrogen fertilization, threatens food security, and exacerbates environmental
degradation,” warns the University of Illinois team.
2003 fish kill in Narragansett Bay, Rhode
Island resulting from a severe hypoxic
event caused in part by excess nitrogen
discharges into the bay.18

Whether our use of nitrogen fertilizer is essential or extravagant, it has profound ecological impact.
Just 10% of the nitrogen fertilizer applied to crops is ever consumed as food; the rest must be
absorbed by the environment.19 Nitrogen fertilizer has dramatically altered global nitrogen cycles
(Figure 3), polluted air and water, reduced biodiversity, and contributed to climate change. These
negative effects are well-documented, 20 and are associated with the use of the fertilizer itself, not
necessarily its production. If new natural gas extraction technologies further pollute groundwater
and increase greenhouse gas emissions to support nitrogen fertilizer production they will be
adding to an already heavy ecological footprint.

Getting off the Treadmill
Reducing agriculture’s dependence on nitrogen fixed with natural gas can enhance agricultural
sustainability. Even without widespread adoption of organic methods, American farmers appear to
be making some progress toward this goal. The rapid growth in nitrogen fertilizer use of the 1960s
and 70s came to an end in the 1980s, and has not resumed, but yields continue to rise (Figures
1, 4). A yield response trial conducted at multiple sites in Iowa between 2000 and 2009 showed
that corn grown in rotation with soybean could match typical corn yields of the 1990s without any
nitrogen fertilizer application, and could match the national average of the past decade with half
the nitrogen typically applied at that time (Figure 4). Increasing nitrogen applications beyond the
national average offers almost no potential for yield improvement (Figure 4). American farmers
seem to be getting the message: Nitrogen use efficiency of corn production in the U.S. has
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Figure 3. Anthropogenic nitrogen
fixation has more than doubled
the amount of active nitrogen
added to terrestrial ecosystems
each year, and the amount that
flows from terrestrial ecosystems
to groundwater, rivers, lakes,
and oceans. Arrow widths are
proportional to annual flows except
for the flow of recycled reactive
nitrogen, which is much larger
than shown. Reactive nitrogen
typically cycles within terrestrial
ecosystems for about 500 years.
Figures are rounded to the nearest
5, and incorporate considerable
uncertainty, reflecting rapidly
evolving understanding of global
nitrogen cycles. 21

Figure 4. Corn yield response
to nitrogen fertilizer applied to corn
grown after soybean (green) or after
corn (orange) in trials conducted in Iowa
between 2000 and 200922; and average
U.S. corn yield and nitrogen fertilizer
application for 5-year periods between
1965 and 2004 (blue). 23 Yield increases
since the 1980s have been achieved
without using more nitrogen fertilizer.
Greater use of nitrogen-fixing crops, such
as soybean, offers potential to reduce
nitrogen fertilizer application without
compromising yield.

Figure 5. Efficiency of nitrogen fertilizer
use for corn production in the U.S., 1964200524, shown as the weight ratio of corn
yield to nitrogen applied as fertilizer.
Efficiency improvements since the 1980s
have only recently restored nitrogen use
efficiency to levels achieved in the mid1960s.
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increased steadily since the 1980s, recovering from the dive it took when nitrogen fertilizer use
skyrocketed in the 1960s and 70s (Figure 5). The efficiency gains have been accomplished by
improving yields without increasing nitrogen fertilizer use. The challenge of the future will be
to scale back nitrogen fertilizer consumption by restoring biological processes that can satisfy
plants’ need for nitrogen using energy from the sun instead of natural gas.
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of the U.S. Transportation Research Board and is a board director at VIA Rail. He has authored or
co-authored five books and has published in numerous scholarly journals. Perl is a Fellow of Post
Carbon Institute.
Today’s transport technology and organizational arrangements require enormous amounts of oil,
especially in the United States where some 12 million barrels a day fuel the internal combustion
engines that power almost all land, marine, and air transport.1 Concerned over rising oil prices,
diminishing domestic supplies, and supply shocks due to political instability in the Middle East, many
are looking for substitutes to fuel our growing transportation needs. A popular alternative: natural
gas. In “Will Natural Gas Fuel America in the 21st Century?,” David Hughes provides convincing
reasons to be skeptical about the substantial future growth in natural gas supplies from shale
rock or other sources that would be needed to sustain contemporary mobility arrangements by
replacing oil with gas.
The documented environmental and financial downsides of shale gas are compelling. Yet despite
these drawbacks, enthusiastic media portrayals of a natural gas bonanza appear frequently
across North America. At the time we wrote this, a Canadian newspaper had devoted a full
page to how shale gas will rescue China from its energy challenges: “… China may have more
riches under its own soil than policymakers in the world’s second-largest economy every dared
imagine.”2 Another article suggested that the coming “gas glut” could be mopped up by fuelling
North American trucks and buses with liquefied natural gas. 3
Such thinking evokes our sense of déjà
vu when observing the enthusiasm for
finding ways of sustaining something
close to present transport arrangements.
We saw similar dreaming foster the
recent preoccupation with hydrogen
fuel cells. Brief consideration of that
diversion in transport redevelopment
can help us think more clearly about
the potential of moving freight and
people with natural gas.

California Governor Arnold
Schwarzenegger with Hummer H2H
hydrogen concept car, 2004.4
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A decade ago, hydrogen was embraced as the miracle cure that would steadily replace oil on the
road to post-carbon mobility. President George W. Bush’s State of the Union Address in 2003
initiated a $1.2 billion investment towards this end. 5 In his 2006 Address, Bush candidly admitted
that Americans were “addicted to oil” but promised that technology was poised to resolve this
malady.6 In April 2006, he told the California Fuel Cell Partnership, “I strongly believe hydrogen is
the fuel of the future.”7 Experts had forecast that by 2011 there would be more than half a million
automobiles powered by fuel cells on North American roads. 8 But according to J.D. Power and
Associates, a major source of automotive data, “only a handful of fuel-cell vehicles are in use
today because the technology is still in development.”9
The promised payoff from fuel-cell development has been eroded by its poor performance,
particularly the inefficiency of using renewable electricity to produce hydrogen that is then used
to produce electricity, in a fuel cell on board a vehicle.10 The available evidence points to a similar
erosion of the promised payoff from investments in shale gas.
We believe that the evidence points to a far more modest role for natural gas in fueling mobility.
This path to making the best use of limited natural gas supplies begins with planning not to burn
this fuel directly in internal combustion engines. Rather, using natural gas in electricity generation
would result in more usable energy and less pollution, particularly at vehicles.
Best available technology can transform about 45 percent of fossil fuel energy into electricity.11
Moreover, if waste heat can be used within a few hundred kilometers of a generating station,
an additional 30 percent of this energy can be applied to heating buildings and some industrial
processes. Transmission and distribution losses for electricity are typically under 6 percent12 and
the efficiency of electric traction motors is typically above 90 percent.13 Thus, when electric
vehicles are connected while in motion to a grid supplied by natural-gas-fueled generation, about
40 percent of the primary energy can be used for propulsion.
If lithium batteries charged from the grid are used to store the electrical energy on board
vehicles, charging and discharging losses of some 10 percent must be allowed for,14 plus further
losses resulting from having the mass of the batteries on board,15 reducing the efficiency of the
system to perhaps 30-35 percent. The efficiency of 30-35 percent may be contrasted with the
comparable efficiency of internal-combustion-engine vehicles, which appears to average about
20 percent,16 whether fueled with natural gas or gasoline.17 Thus, natural gas consumption per
kilometer—and corresponding emissions—could be much lower when the fuel is used to make
electricity for traction. Moreover, these emissions can be better regulated at generating stations
than in on-board engines.
Emissions from natural-gas fuelled vehicles may be underestimated. Because natural gas fueled
engines can be run at higher compression ratios than gasoline engines, they can generate higher
outputs of nitrogen oxides.18 High numbers of particulates can also be emitted from natural gas
engines, especially when accelerating.19 While particulate mass is much lower than from diesel
engines, the abundance of ultrafine particulates produced in natural-gas-fueled engines may
penetrate bronchopulmonary passages more deeply and induce more adverse health effects. 20
Using liquefied natural gas (LNG) as a fuel for buses and trucks presents further complications,
starting with LNG’s lower energy content per unit volume compared to gasoline and diesel fuel. 21
An LNG-fuelled transportation system would also require an extensive distribution and refueling
infrastructure with an untested safety record. There is much experience with safely handling
gasoline and diesel fuel but little experience with managing the very different properties of an
extremely cold and explosive liquefied gas. The challenges posed by LNG are exemplified by the
extraordinary precautions taken in and near Boston Harbor in connection with the regular visits
of tankers discharging LNG at the Everett terminal. These precautions include the establishment
of a five-square-kilometer security zone around each tanker, escort by armed patrol boats, and
the suspension of flights at nearby Logan International Airport. 22
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A 25-foot U.S. Coast Guard boat
provides a security escort for the
Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG) Tanker
Matthew in Boston Harbor. 23

Our most important reason for proposing use of natural gas in electricity generation rather than in
direct combustion in motor vehicles arises from our belief that a revolution in land transportation
is beginning whereby electric traction will replace many internal combustion engines. Our recent
book, Transport Revolutions, 24 makes the case for rapid deployment of electric mobility to keep
ahead of oil depletion. This strategy and an energy-first transportation planning framework are
summarized in our chapter in The Post Carbon Reader. 25
Using available natural gas to generate electricity could help the U.S. achieve a ‘soft landing’
into its post-carbon transformation. Burning natural gas in internal combustion engines would
do nothing to advance this transformation, and would be a diversion from the need for more
fundamental changes in mobility.
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Introduction and Overview
The scale and speed at which shale gas drilling is proceeding in many states demands a full
discussion of what is known about potential public health concerns. To date, these concerns
generally have been based on a series of publicized occurrences1 rather than rigorous evidence
grounded on measurement and evaluation. With tens of thousands of wells already drilled and
thousands more planned without sound government oversight in many states, the probability
of a single large adverse event is of great concern, as are the cumulative environmental and
public health effects of thousands of low-intensity problems. This mix of aggressive industrial
development with constrained regulatory and public health oversight is a potential recipe for
disaster.

Methods to Frame Public Health Concerns
The public is often most concerned
with the probability of an individual
person getting sick as a result of
industrial activities like shale gas
drilling. Also of concern, however, are
the cumulative community impacts
and how these can influence health,
particularly given the speed and
scale of current and projected shale
gas drilling activities.

Old St. Nicholas coal breaker,
Gilberton, Pennsylvania. 2
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Health effects occur at all scales: individual, community, regional, and global. The legacy of coal can
be instructive in anticipating some of the public health concerns of shale gas drilling. Pennsylvania,
the state with the largest burden of abandoned coal mines in the U.S., has experienced the public
health consequences of individuals breathing coal dust and being injured or killed in mining
accidents. Communities suffered from family members becoming ill from exposure to dust and
chemicals brought home on clothing, as well as from worsened local air quality, the impact of
acid rain on local ecosystems, the contamination of surface water and groundwater sources with
acid mine drainage, and economic losses from compromised property values.
Individuals and communities near shale gas drilling operations may have similar risks of exposure
to:
•

air, soil, surface water, and groundwater contaminated with hundreds of undisclosed
chemicals used in hydraulic fracturing fluids and cleaning of tanks and equipment;

•

particles of dust, soot, and fumes from diesel exhaust and other sources that can be inhaled;

•

ionizing radiation from flow back and produced waters;3 and

•

noise and air pollution from trucks, drilling pads, compressors, and power tools.4

Many of these exposures will be in low concentrations that do not carry significant risk at any one
point in time, but the combined and cumulative effects over years and decades are not yet known.
There is also the continued risk of a greater spill or event that results in large episodic exposures.
Many of these have already occurred5 and continue to do so.6 Effects of some exposures can
appear quickly while others may take years to decades to emerge.
A considerable portion of the public’s health concerns have focused on the many chemicals
added to hydraulic fracturing fluids, as drilling companies initially did not willingly disclose the
identities or amounts of these additives. The identities of many of the possible chemicals used in
hydraulic fracturing fluids have since been disclosed,7 and some of these chemicals, when studied
in higher doses, are known to cause cancer, neurotoxicity, reproductive toxicity, and systemic
poisoning, among other health effects. 8 Drilling companies must continue to disclose the names
and amounts of the chemicals used in hydraulic fracturing so that public health authorities can
do the research required to evaluate the risk of adverse population health effects due to these
additives, given that average doses incurred by community members are likely to be low.
Although there is legitimate concern that exposures to some of the known contaminants
involved in shale gas production can cause asthma, cancer, heart disease, diabetes, damage to
nerves and reproductive organs, and mental health problems, 9 the actual risk to any individual
or community is not known. With so
many existing and projected shale
gas wells expected to remain in
operation for years and thus leaving
a legacy of contaminated air, soil, and
water, the long-term and cumulative
effects over space and time converge
to raise the public health concerns to
a high level.

Hydraulic fracturing waste
liquids fill a containment pool.10
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Examples of Some Health Concerns of Primary Interest
•

Air pollution from shale gas production poses a serious risk of adverse pulmonary and
cardiovascular outcomes. The air pollution results from a number of sources, including
diesel exhaust (i.e., from trucks, compressors), volatile organic compounds (VOCs) from
evaporation of the organic chemicals in hydraulic fracturing fluids and produced waters, and
the photochemical reaction of VOCs with oxides of nitrogen to produce ozone. Emerging
data from drilling operations in Ft. Worth (Tex.), Garfield (Colo.), and western Wyoming
suggest that air pollution from shale gas production can be high intensity and pose a serious
and real threat to health of community members of all ages.11

•

Ground water pollution from hydraulic fracturing additives and produced water is a big
concern, the risk of which has not yet been appropriately evaluated. Despite the fact that
drilling passes through well water aquifers and water-related problems with drilling are
known to occur, there have been no systematic evaluations of shale gas drilling risks to
ground water in a variety of geologies. The U.S. EPA has proposed research that will not be
completed for several years, but the full scope of this work has been debated and Congress
continues to consider putting constraints on what may be examined; meanwhile, the EPA’s
budget has been reduced.

•

Flow back and produced waters are of concern because the contaminants in this water,
including radioactive compounds and organic chemicals, return to the surface and must be
properly managed. The dose response for the risk of cancer in relation to ionizing radiation
is not thought to have a threshold; any level of radiation that is increased because of these
activities will raise the risk of cancer a measurable amount, but the overall risks are likely
to be low. Furthermore, much of this water is currently going to sewage treatment plants
which are not designed to remove or manage chemicals and radioactive elements, although
recently drilling companies have begun changing practices to reuse most or all of these
waters for subsequent hydraulic fracturing, reducing the volume of contaminated water.12

•

A final example concerns the risk of environmentally and ecologically degraded
communities. Our work in Pennsylvania shows that abandoned coal mines are associated
with a legacy of worse community socioeconomic deprivation (CSD). Higher levels of
CSD have been associated with worse health outcomes across a wide range including
diabetes, obesity, asthma, heart disease, mental health problems, and destructive health
behaviors.13 The significant changes in communities related to shale gas drilling have
also been associated with more crime and drug use in some cases.14 What the shale gas
drilling industry leaves behind (e.g., environmental and ecological degradation, industrial
development), could also lead to higher levels of CSD in these communities. Degradation,
deprivation, and unhealthy individuals are possible long-lasting legacies in communities with
extensive shale gas drilling.

Is Shale Gas Better for Public Health than Coal?
Coal use is undoubtedly the fossil fuel with the worst environmental and public health legacy.
Coal miners and mining communities, communities located close to coal-fired power plants, and
communities located downwind from power plants—and ultimately communities anywhere on
the planet—all experience varying degrees of serious health consequences from mountaintop
removal, coal dust, chemical contaminants in sludge, sulfur and nitrogen oxides, mercury, acid rain,
toxic ash generation, storage, and disposal, and global climate change. There is no doubt that coal
harms health and must first be used more efficiently and in less polluting ways, and then phased
out as quickly as possible; moreover, the concept of “clean coal” does not hold up under scrutiny,
as traditional air pollution from coal combustion continues to pose health risks15 and carbon
capture and storage is unlikely to be implemented any time soon or at scale.16 Replacing coal with
shale gas, however, could prove just as damaging to public health and the environment, because
of the potential for health effects from local, regional, and global environmental exposures, as

13

well as the significant adverse health outcomes that can be a consequence of environmentally
and ecologically degraded communities.

Conclusions
The potential risks to the public’s health from shale gas drilling are serious. Even though the
specifics of the risks are not yet known, there is sufficient evidence for concern. The precautionary
principle, invoked when the potential risks to health and well-being are severe and/or widespread,
dictates that the burden of proof that shale gas drilling is not harmful should fall to those wishing
to undertake the potentially harmful action. Because so much drilling has already occurred and is
projected to continue occurring, the precautionary principle should be invoked to slow down the
drilling of new wells, allow the EPA and public health scientists to better evaluate the risks, and
determine how best to regulate shale gas production to avoid another coal-type legacy affecting
the health and well-being of millions of people for generations.
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